It is Clear From the Success of Bitcoin That the Time Has Come to Create a
Currency That is by the People, of the People and for the People - Dignitycash is
This Currency Owned by You and Everyone Else
The most important first step is to decide if man is going to take this immense, unbelievable and real opportunity to remove
this problem of lack of resources by mining the internet cloud. The choice is up to you to lift mankind to new untold riches.
RIDGEFIELD PARK, NJ, December 13, 2013 /24-7PressRelease/ -- "If solving a complex math problem, the cloud
can create thousands of dollars then surely solving world poverty is priceless!" - Isaac Sakhai of Hadassah Antiques
Dignitycash is a currency without borders, where all the people across the globe have access to a standard monetary unit.
Where dignitycash will provide equal financial dignity to those in the jungles of Africa and the homeless on the streets of
New York City.
Just imagine where America would be today if the gold standard had not been abandoned. There would be huge
widespread poverty and the US government would be bankrupt. Just by printing dollars as needed the economy on paper
looks as if the financial health of the dollar is headed for a disaster. In reality extra cash has created a much bigger
infrastructure and made America much more richer and financially hugely sound.
There is a lack of cash all over the world, just imagine if somehow all the nations sat down together and created a world
monetary unit that would be fair to all and would belong to all.
With dignitycash, all of a sudden the cornucopia of the internet cloud will make the world flush with funds. Imagine if a
person in the slums of Nairobi can afford college and health care for his family. Just imagine the rippling effect of no one
lacking funds for the basic necessities of life. It will make the poor live a life of dignity and pride; it will make the rich richer. It
will lift the world to a new level of prosperity.
Given the untapped wealth of the internet cloud; lack of funds is of our own making. Lets us try this bold experiment of
providing financial dignity equally across the globe. Any currency is as good as the economic power of the issuer. Just
imagine the economic power of the whole human race; where the economic power flows from the goodness of the human
dignity of man.
It is a matter of trust in the currency. What better way than to honor the basic financial rights of every person; where the
whole world comes together and treats everyone with equal financial dignity.
The solutions for removing poverty, hunger, illiteracy and even crime are right before us; it is a matter for governments,
corporations, businesses and individuals to take the bold action required to end the poverty of funds. Digitalcash will be
created by and for everyone across the globe. It will be an equal opportunity and access to all citizens of the world.
Suppose bitcoin is just a business and yet look what it has done. It has created a few thousand richer people. The bitcoin
owners are using their richness to make their neighborhoods more prosperous. Just imagine the rippling effect of the whole
world flush with dignitycash; what will it do to the world economy?
Private currencies are quite successful all over the world; and have made their creators and backers much richer. Imagine
every person on earth as the creator and backer of dignitycash.
Producing and controlling dignitycash from one single authority will be a gigantic task where huge servers and infrastructure
will be required; even bigger than Obamacare. We do not have the resources nor is it practical for one unit to control the
flow of dignitycash. We need thousands of local chapters around the globe that will work inter-dependently and keep in
touch to cooperate in coordinating research, development, improvement and implementing commerce financed by
dignitycash.
The most important first step is to decide if man is going to take this immense, unbelievable and real opportunity to remove
this problem of lack of resources by mining the internet cloud.
One cannot put a price on human dignity and so calculating the value of dignitycash units is complex and must be thought

out carefully. The computer programing has to be worked out. The hardware and the software has to be developed.
If you are a financial expert we need you. If you are a computer expert we need you. In fact we need each and everyone of
you. So for now please register with us by emailing to digitalcash@gmail.com your name and how you want to work with us.
Sajid Khan
Founder/President
DignityCash/4th R Foundation
dignitycash@gmail.com
The 4th R Foundation is a non-profit education research foundation that researches informal/emotional intelligence
education, human nature, brain, mind, conscientiousness, self, wisdom, life coaching, adult reeducation, shyness, self
image, emotional baggage, education for life, art of living and brain education etc.
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